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9, ABSTRACT
' Early in this decade three model VTOL lift fan studies were eon-
r_ ducted in the NASA Lewis Research Centeres 9' x 15' V/STOL Wind Tunnel.
The purpose of the tests was to obtaln overall performance and in-
fluencing factors as well as detai_ed measurements of the internal
flow characteristics. The first experiment consisted of orossflow
tests of a 15-inch diameter fan installed in a two-dimensional win S .
Tests were run with and without exit louvers over a range of tunnel
speeds, ian speeds, and wing angle of attack. The wing was then used
for a study of installation effects on lift fan performance. The model
tested consisted of three 5.5-inch diameter tip-turbine driven model
_OL lift fans moun_ed chord-wise in the two-di_ensional wing to simu-
late a pod-type array. Several inlet and exit cover door configura-
tions and an adjacent _uselage panel _ere tested. For the third
program, a pod was attached to the wing, and an investigation was con-
ducted of the effect of design tip speed on the aerodynamic performance
and noise of a 15-inch diameter lift fan-in-pod under static and
erossflow conditions. Three single _OL lift fan stages were designed
for the same overall total pressure ratio but at three different rotor
tip speeds. This paper will stumar£ze the important aspects and the
principal conclusions of all of these tests.
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2INTRODUCTION
During the late 1960's, three VTOL llft fan studies were conduc-
ted in the _ASA Lewis Research Center's 9' x 15' V/STOL Wind Tunoel.
The overall objective of all of these tests was to obtain overaU end
detailed aerodynamic performance of the lift fans in the transition
flight regime (e.g., from engine supported flight during hover to con- q
venCional wing supported flight). This paper will summarize the im-
portant aspects and the principal conclusions of these tests.
The first experiment was derived from military applications end
utilized the fan-in-wing concept. This experiment was modeled after
the XV-SA research airplane. At the time, it was not known if a high
pressure-ratlo fan (e.g., P.R. - 1.3) would be able to perform ade-
quately in the highly distorted flow field of transition flight. The
principal objective of thls experiment was to investigate the internal
and overall aerodynamic performance of a fan-in-wing design. A model
fan having a 15-_nch diameter was used in this experiment.
Interest was next focused on civil VTOL applications. Civil VTOL
transports were usually depicted wlth multiple lift fans installed
close together in pods. Hulttple fans were required to provide the
necessary redundancy for safe operation in engine-out conditions. The
second experiment, therefore, investigated the installation effects
encountered in an array of three model fans installed in the same wing
section used tn the first experiment. The objectives were to study
the individual fan performance in the array and determine the effects
of cover doors and simulated _uselage and wing surfaces mounted in
cl,,e proximity to the mode. fans. Three 5_-Inch diameter model fans
wer_ used in this study.
Noise reduction was the next area emphasized in civil VTOLappli-
cations. Consequently, low-noise 15-inch diameter fans were designed
and installed in a pod around the wing section used in the previous
two experiments. The low noise features incorporated were a reduc-
tion in stage pressure ratio to around 1.2 and an increase tn the
spacing between the rotor and starer. Three stages were designed and
built to permit investigation of a range of tip speeds and blade
loading. Overall and Internal aerodynamic performance were studied.
Acoustic measurements of the three fan stages were also made.
APPARATUS AND TEST CONDITIONS
All of the experiments were conducted in the LeRC 9' x 15' V/STOL
Nind Tunnel. The fan model assemblies were mounted in a 17Z thick
two-dimensional wing section that spanned the 9-foot dimension of the
i test aectiono The angle of attack of the wing could bc varied between
15° , end the tunnel flo_veloctty was varied from 0 it/sac (static
' conditions) to 240 It/sac. Overall forces on the wing were measure_
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3on a 3-componek_t external balance. An auxllll_ry balance was mounted
within the wing to permit measurement of the axial force on the fan
module in each case. The fans contained extensive internal aerodynamic
instrumentation in order to obtain detailed internal performance. The
fan models were driven by turbines powered by compressed air. Addt-
tlonal details of the wind tunnel features and balance details can be
found in references I and 2.
f FAN-IN-WING TESTS
This experiment was the first test of the fsn-tn-winff apparatue
and was basically exploratory. The overall objective was to establish
the effect of the distorted flow environment during the transition
flight regime on the thrust and internal aerodynamic performance of the
model fan. Details of the apparatus and test results can be found in
references 2 and 3.
Crossflou Problem
The distorted flow environment is termed crossflow and is depicted
in figure 1. During the transition from engine supported flight to
wing supported flight the fan must operate while the aircraft is
moving forward at e velocity equal to V_ . As shown, the flc_ is forced
to turn rather abruptly as it enter_ the fan and the exit flow from the
fan is deflected by the slip-stress. The test progrmuwas designed to
investigate the effect of crossflow in the response of the fan stage
to the distorted inflow and outflow conditions during transition. The
crossflow environment generates high and low velocity regions on the
inlet_ In the plane of the fan, the combination of the fan rotation
and the incoming flow to the fan produces a retreating and advancing
condition on the fan blades as they rotate. In addition, the tree|-
flow interaction influences the back-pressure at the fan exit.
Fan Assembly
The fan rotor was driven by a compact two-stage supersonic tur-
bine located in the hub section of the assembly as shown in figure 2,
This arrangement provided for coaxial exhaust stresss, lttgh-pre|sure
air to drive the turbine was supplied through six equally-spaced 12_-
thick struts spanning the fan passage. These struts also served as
the structural support for the inner components of the assembly.
Specific fan stage design characteristics were: over-all pres-
sure ratio, 1.28; corrccte¢ tip speed, 980 fps; correcte_ weight fl(r*_
39.B lb/sec (M _ 0.60); inlet total pressure, 2116 _b/ft ; inlet total
temperature. 80°F; exit static pressure, 211b Ib/ftz; axial thrust,
810 Ibs; and power input, 580 hp. The fan rotor blades were double
t
' t
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circular are sections with aspect ratio of 2.6, hub-tip ratio of 0,463,
and tip solidity of 1.25. The fan sister blades were NACA 65-series
sections with aspect ratio of 3 and tip solidity of 1.O. The rotor
diameter was 15 inches. Two O.060-inch diameter damper wires were lo-
cated on the rotor bladva at 60Z of the passage height from the hub to
reduce blade vibration and prevent blade flutter in crossflow. Tim
axial spacing between rotor and starer blades was approximately 0,5
rotor tip chords or about 0.75 inches. The inlet bollmouth was designed
to avoid veloclty peaks on the outer shroud during static (no cross-
flow) operation, The design method is discussed in reference 4,
At the exit, four louver vanes for aft flow deflection were attached
to the wing with remote actuation from a vane chord position of -2.5 °
to +40 ° from the fen axis. The exit louvers were 8%-thick airfoil
sections (NACA 63°series, 0.6 lift coefficient) with a solidity of
1.25 and aspect ratio of 3.3.
The model fan contained extensive internal and external instr_n-
ration as sho_'n in figure 2. Total pressures (P) and flow angles (_)
were measured at the outlet of the rotor and starer as shown. In addi-
tion, total temperatures (T) were measured at the rotor outlet. Sur-
face static pressures were measured on the external surfaces of tim
wing and along the internal flow passage. Three _-Inch long wall rakes
were located on the forward half of the inlet upstream from the rotor
leading edge. In an, approximately 450 individual measurements were
made on this model.
The fan was mounted in a wing section as shown in figure 3. The
wing spanned the 9-foot dimension of the test section as shc_cn. Tim
fan was located on the tunnel centerline on the 25% chord pasltion of
the wing. The wing also rotated about the 25% chord positton for angle
of attack variation.
Pan Pressure Ratio
The most noteable performance variations with crossflow obtained in
this experiment occurred in the fan stage cecal pressure, the rotor
outlet total pressure, and the fan thrust envelope. The fan stage
total pressure ratio is shown in figure 4 where the average total pres-
sure ratio is plotted against the crossflow velocity. Results are
shown for 100Z and 70% design tip speed. The data generally decrease
monotonically as the :ross flow velocity increases. For comparison, the
ideal variation of total pressure ratio is also shown on the figure,
The ideal variatton was computed ass_Isg complete recovery of the
crossflow total pressure as it entered the fan and fixed fan preasute
ratio. The deviation from ideal pressure ratio is greatest at the
higher tip speed than at the lower tip speed. The effect of angle of
attack was more pronou,ced for positive angles (nose-up attitude) as
anticipated. The decline in total pressure ratio with increased crel|-
flow velocity was due to changes in the fan operating point due to
(|
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decreases in back pressure end to additional losses caused by the el-
i recta of the flow distortion in the fan inlet.
The effects of crossflow variations on the distribution of inter-
nal flow are shown in figure 5. The measured rotor exit total pressure
ratio and computed theoretical change in rotor incidence angle (from
method of ref. 5) are plotted against the circumfcrentlal position
around the fan or with the zero degree position being the most forward
position relative to the airflow Vo. The distortion of the freestream
flow in the inlet in crossflow tends to produce a circumferential
variation in incidence angle on the fan rotor. The figure clearly
depicts a corresponding variation cyclic of rotor exit total pressure
ratio. The changes in incidence angle (A£) produced the measured
variations in total pressure ratio. As shown, the magnitude of the
variations are increased as the crossflow velocity increases. The
data also indicate a decrease in the mean value of rotor total pres-
sure ratio s_ith increasing crossflow velocity, as was observed at the
stage exit (fig. 4).
Fan Thrust
The variation of fan stage total axial thrust displayed a trend
similar to that shown for the stage total pressure and an approximate
10_ reduction in thrust occurred from V = 0 to 200 it/see. Fen stage
thrust _a determined primarily by exiL _otal pressure and mass flow
rate. Since flow rate changed onty little with crossflow, it appeared
therefore, that the crossflow variation of stage thrust was the result
primarily of the crossflow variation of exit total pressure ratio. It
was also found that the fan exit louver angle had only a minor effect
on the fan stage thrust variation over the entire test range of crass-
flow velocity. The resulting fall-off in fan performance was consi-
dered acceptable since actually less fan thrust would be required as
forward velocity increases during transition.
In order to evaluate the relative contributing effects of inlet
flow distortion and exit back pressure ratio on fen performance in
crossfl_a, it was helpful to define a basic performance map o£ the fan
stage. Such a stage map without cross£1ow was obtained by attaching
a remotely-actuated throttling device to the rear surface of the fan.
The outer member of the throttle contained a diffusing section to
achieve the lower vahms of exit static pressure. A conical throttle
plug was supported by a cylindrical member which was fastened to the
hub section of the fen. Xhe cylinder separated the turbine and fan
exhausts. The static performance map wa_ defined in term9 of a thrust
parameter (corrected fan thrust divided by inlet frontal area based on
rotor tip diameter). The average duct exit static pressure ratio,
pe/Po, was chosen as the independent variable because it provided •
direct assessment of the _an stage back pressure for this fan design.
L
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6The static perfo_ance map (V - 0 ft/sec) of figure 6 shows the
envelope of the data obtained using the exit louvers a_ well as the
throttle plug. Data for 100% and 70% dcslgn tip speed are shown. A
comparison between the basle range characteristics o£ the fan stage
and the back pressure varlatton _posed by the louvers (or any other
thrust vectoring or spoiling device) indicates the match between the
fan stage and exit device.
The map of figure 6 clearly shows the overall effect of fan beck
pressure variations on fan stage sCatlc thrust (V o - 0). Thrust voe-
toring wlch louvers at design speed tended to flrst increase and then
decrease thrust, At lower levels of tip speed, fan stage thrust
tended to decrease as back pressure was increased for all values of
louver position. A relatively good operating match appears to have
been aehleved between the louvers and the £an stage for chls particu-
lar configuration.
A fan thrust ma_ In crossflow was determined and is also shown in
figure 6 for zero wing angle of attack, Vo m 200 re/see, and 10O_ and
70_; design tip speed. Locations corresponding to the var£ods louver
positions are also given on this curve. The crossflow curves appear
to be similar in form to the static thrust variation. This was taken
to indicate that the back pressure effect on fan stage thrust due to
louver deflection in crossflowwas essentially the s_e as that due
to conventional outlet duct throttling. The figure shows two pre-
dominant effects of crossflow on fan thrust performance. First the
fan operating point _s shifted towards reduced values of duct exit
static pressure ra:'_. Second the crossflow distortion reduces the
thrust level and ch,. _s the shape of the _p,
t
It was felt that the shape of the thrust map and the fan°s response
to crossflow distortion is unique to each fan design. Consequently,
the crossflaw perforraance of a fan stage could not be predicted with
certainty from a static thrust map.
Summary
The general conclusions reached in this fan-in-wing experiment were
that crossflow induced severe flow distortion s_hieh produced changes in
[an internal performauce and chat crossflow reduced the fan back pres-
sure which changed the fan operating point. Both of these effects geva
rise to a reduction in thrust compared to the ideal variation, However,
the overall thrust change with crossflow was not severe as tO imply t
serlous detriment Co alrcraft transition operation,
--
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NULTIPLE FAN INSTALLATION EFFECTS
The objective of this experiment was to study the effects of pro-
pulsion system installation on the performance of multiple VTOL model
1lit fans. The location of n lift fan on a V/STOL aircraft is expected
to have a significant effect on fan performance. Furthermore D such
installation variables as inlet and e::it cover door design and |or•=
flea, fan proximity to the fuselage, and the prozlmlty of other fans
or engines are all likely to affect the thrust of individual fans
during takeoff and lauding and during the transition to fully-wingborne
flight (erossflow case). A summary of the test set up and pr:nclp•l
results are given in reference 6.
As an expedient follow-on to the previous fan-in-wing teste_ •
model consisting of three 5½-inch diameter tip-turbine driven model
lift fans was mounted chordwise in the two-dimensional wing to simu-
late a pod-type array (fig. 7). Individual fan thrust performance was
measured under static and crossflow conditions with inlet and exit cover
doors of various designs installed on the basic model. Tests were also
performed wlth a large panel simulating an airplane fuselage taounted
next to the fans at t_o lateral positions. Fan performance was measured
in terms of exit total and static pressures, speed, and gross thrust for
each fan. The throe-fan assembly was mounted on a load cell balance
within the wing to provide a measurement of fan static thrust. Overall
model lift, drag, and moment coefficients were also determined.
A thrust ratio was used to facilitate the comparison of the data
presented herein. It is defined as:
. (F/6) (F/6)re f
(F/6)ref (F/6)ref (1)
where F/6 is the measured corrected thrust, and (F/_) . is the refer-
ence value of corrected thrust. In this investigationr_e reference
condltiou was chosen as the value of corrected fan thrust for zero
crossflow and without inlet or exit doors (clean configuration).
Inlet and Exit Doors
Figure 8 shows the various inlet ,nd exit cover doors tested, The
butterfly doors were intended to simulate individual circular doors
covering each fan. The doors were located on the side of the model or
on the centcrlino of the model fans as shown.
Figure 9 shows the thrust ratio for the individual fans plotted
• galnst crossflow velocity. There was a significant variation in the
• thrust between the upstream and the downstream fan as shown. As indi-
cated in the figure t the thrust of the upstream fan decreased t while
k_,
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the thrust of the downstream fan Increase,! sli_itly over the entire
range of crossflow velocities tested. Tlle upstream fan had the great-
est thrust loss because Lho entering air is forc_.d to turn more abrup-
tly than in the case o£ the two downstream fans. There wa_ less inlet
flow distortion and an increase in fan weight flow for the successive
fan locations in tile downstream direction. This increase was due to •
partial recovery of the momentum of the inlet airstream. Changing the
angle of attack resulted in a relative increase in thrust level for
each fan at negative angles of attack (nose down) and a relative de-
crease in thrust level at positive angles of attack. This behavior
is consistent with the results from the experiments with the single
fan-in-wing.
The effects of the inlet and exit cover doors are surnraarized on
figures I0 and 11, respectively. The values of thrust ratio for each
door configuration are plotted against erossflow velocity. For the
inlet doors (fig. 10) the most noteablo result was that 90° open doors
resulted in lower thrust levels than the other door configurations.
Evidently, decreasing the door opening angle increases the interfer-
ence to the inflow to the fans. As shown on the figure, the 90 °
openings resulted in about a 15_ loss of thrust while the other
doors resulted in only about IOZ thrust loss. There was also a
modest increasing trend of thrust as crossflow velocity increased.
Figure II shows the data for the exit doors. There was llttle
variation in thrust levels amorg tile configurations tested. As shown
on the figure, the exit doors resulted in about a 10% thrust loss over
the full range of crossflow velocity. There was no definite trend of
the thrust level with increasing cross£1ow velocity.
Fuselage Panels
In some V/STOL aircraft configurations, the lift fans might be in-
stalled in the wings or in pods adjacent to the fuselage. To obtain a
measure of the effect of an ;_djacent fuselage on fan performance, a
large panel was installed in close proximity to the fans. The fuse-
lage simulator panel extcnd_ well out in front of and behind the fans,
as well as slightly below the lower surface of the wing, as shown in
figure 12. The height of the panel was about three fan bell mouth dia-
meters above the upper surface of the wing. Static tests were run with
and without an inlet cover door. The cover door, shown attached in
figure 12 was a single rectangular panel one fan bellmougil diameter in
height at an opening angle of 135 ° from the horizontal.
Data are presented in figure 13. Tlle effect of proximity of the
fuselage simulator panel to the fan on static thrust was significant.
The thrust loss was around 8% when the fuselage simulator panel wee
closest to the fan (position A), and around 127 when the rectangular
inlet cover door was added. Lateral movement of the fuselage simuleto¢
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panel to position g for both confi_.ratlons had |1tile effect on the
static thrust ratio. A slight increase in thrust at high crossflow
velocity was observed in all cases.
Sura_ary
q
The simplified modal performance data presented herein have pro-
vided a significant insight into possible thrust losses and thrust
distributions in a multiple llft fan array caused by the presence of
adjacent fans, inlet and exit cover doors, and adjacent fuselage
panels. The measured thrust variations due to these Ins_allatlon
effects were of a sufficlent magnitude to warrant consideration in
the determination of installed thrust for takeoff and for indlvldua!
fan thrust control during tr_nsltlon.
On the basis of these results, several modal fans with Installatlon
hardware (e.g., Inlet cover doors and exit louvers) were provided to
the ,'{ASALangley Research Center. The model fans were used to study
realistic installation effects on the overall aerodynamic character-
istics of a c_nplete VTOL transport aircraft model. The inltial re-
sults are presented in reference 7 and are also included in these
proceedings.
FAN-IN-POD TESTS
The emphasis of this investigation was to design and test low
pressure-earle fans to determine the ef£ects of tip speed and loading
on the aerodynamic and acoustic performance of a fan suitable for a
fan*in-pod installation for a civl] VTOL transport. Details of the
ezpariment were reported in reference g. This experiment used the
identical turbine drive and wing section as for the earlier fan-ln-
wing experiment.
Fan Assembly
Three rotors were designed having design tlp speeds of 700, 900
and I050 it/sac. Interaction nols_ between the rotor and statue was
reduced by increasing the axial spacin_ between the rotor and StatOt
to around 2.3 to 3.1 rotor tip ehord_, depending on the specific de-
sign. (The previous fan-in-wing stag_ h_d a rotor/stator spacing of
only 0.5 rotor tip chords.) The thickness of the wing was Increased
locally around the fan to accommodate the Increase in the axial dlmen-
sion of the fan module. Figure 14 !:hawsthe mndificatlnn to the wln|
mounted in the tunnel. This configuration was nnted as the fan-in-pod
to differentiate it from the earlier fan-in-wing experiment.
The rotor diameters of. the three low-noise _tages were kept at IS
inches. However, the stage design pressure ratio was reduced to 1.21
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to be more indicative of Ion noise designs. (Reduced stage pressure
ratios indicate reduced _an velocities causing reductions tfl fail noise,)
Tile detail design values for each of the three f_n stages is shown in
Table I. As noted in the headings on Table l_ the key features of the
designs are Eh_ variation in tip speed and blade leadings. The low tip
speed design has the highest blade loading and vice*versa. A co_uon
set of starers were used for each rotor design. The number of staler
blades and the staler setting angles were varied as noted. All of the
rotors incorporated an ll_[egral mld-span damper to pre:ent excess vi-
bration and flutter of the fan blades.
Essentially the same instrumentation was used in this fan as was
described in relation to the'earlier fan-in-wing model (fig, 2). Pro-
visions were made in this design to remove the rakes in the fan inlet
and between the rotor and staler when making acoustic measurementS.
Aerodynamic _erformance
The performance of each fan stage along the static operating line
closely matched their design values, however, the static thrust per°
formance characteristics of each fan displayed distinctive features.
Figure 15 shows the thrust parameter plotted against stage back p_es-
sure r_clo. Data for each fan stage are shown for I00_ and 70% design
tlp speed. At 100_ design speed for an increase in back pressure ratio
the trend o£ the thrust level o£ the 750_ 900_ and 1050 ft/see stages
respectively decreasedj remained quite uniform, and increased. 1"he
same trends in thrust level were evident in the data at 70_ deslgn
speed. The static performance characteristics of the three stages
showed that essentially the same overall performance can be obtalned
for each of the three design rotor tip speeds along the stage operating
line. However, if the fan is required to operate over a wide range o£
back pressure ratios, the resultant stage thrusts could be radlcally
different. The 750 it/see highly loaded stage might have a much nar-
rower range of operation than the 1050 ft/scc lightly loaded stage for
above-ambient back pressure ratios.
The crossflow characteristics of the three rotor designs were similar
to those described earlier in connection with the earlier fan-in-wing
model. The c_oss[low _stortton in the fan inlet produced cyclic
ehenges in rotoz Lotal pressure ratio as a function of circumferential
position. Each ro::or design had a unique reponse to crossf[ow Indi-
coting that each design would have a unique fan stage crossflow thrust
characteristic.
Figure 16(a) shows a comparison of the variation of stage thruet
parameter as tunnel airflow (crossflow) velocity is increased for the
undeflected louver configuration at fete wing angle of attack. TwO
___L
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principal ohservations can be made. The first is that, in general.
there was no large fall-off in thrust as crussflc_ velocity was in-
creased. Thus, the performance of the fan stages should pose no
problems for kilt fan operation during transition. Tile second ob-
servation is an apparent divergence of the thrust variations in
erossflow for the three stage designs. The thrust in crossflow for
tile high-loading 750 it/see stage was always greater than the| for
the l_a-load£ng 1050 it/see stage, with the 900 it/see stage falling
in between. Thus, as far as open-louver performance in eross£1ow is
concerned, fen stage performance is again acceptable, with only small
differences appearing for the three rotor design tip speeds.
Also plotted on figure 16(h) are the corresponding values of siege
- ' back pressure _atlo from the rtatic thrust for the individual fan
stages. Cross£1ow produces a tendency for the fan operating point tohift toward lower values o£ back pressure ratio. Thus the static
data shown tend to support the variation trends with cross£1o_, velo-
city.
Additional tests performed varying the louver angle in crossflow
produced variations in stage thrust were similar to the individual
variations of static thrust with back pressure ratio. The data indi-
cated lower design tip speed stages showed more favorable thrust
variation for moderate louver deflection angles while the higher tip
speed designs appeared better for very large deflection angles. Further
details are given in reference 8.
Acoustic Results
Zhe acoustic measurements were made in the tunnel under static ton-
i ditiorts. Results were reported in reference 9. Figure 17 shows theI
locations o£ the microphones in the tunnel. Four microphones wern
! located upstream and downstream from the test section as shown. Thei
acoustic installation was designed to approximate a reverberant sound
chamber where the sound pressure level was essentially uniform through-
out the enclosure. For _ne static noise tests, the wing was turned
with its chord normal to the axle o£ the test section. The upstream
microphones were used when the fan inlet was facing upstream. All data
presented are forward rad!ated values.
For the noise measuring tests, a silencer was attached directly to
the exit of the drive turbine. The purpose of this silencer was to re-
duce the turbine exhaust velocity and absorb some of the internally
generated turbine noise, so that th_ fan stage noise content could be
isolated. Details of the silencer design are given in reference 9.
Figure 18 shows narrow band spectra for the three rotor designs re-
corded at 100% fan design speed. Again, each fan design displayed
unique characteristics. The appearances of the spectra became morn
_ ragged in appearance progressing from the 750 it/see design to the
.,,.._d ,i _
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121050 it/see deslgu. The sound pressure level at the blade passing
frequency (point F) were essentially i,h,tltiea], however, the balsa,
of the curves _ere distinctly different mnong tim three designee Th_
1050 it/see design stage displayed a large amount of multiple pu_e
tone noise (sharp peaks), The multiple pure tones produce a "buzz saw"
noise and ore associated with the irregular shock patterns formed by
the transonic £1ow relative to the fen blade.
The principal acrodynamle design parameters believed to be related
to the fan stage noise generation are: (a) the to_al pressure rlae
(measure o£ specific work input to the air); (b) the relatlve inlet
Math number in the rotor tip region (measure of multlple_pure-tone and
broadband noise generation);" and (c) blade loading (measure of wake
_ormatlon and interactJ.on no_se). In an attempt to factor out these
parameters comparison plo_s were made for the noise (P_L) of the three
stages against rotor tip relative inlet Math number and stage total
pressure rise ratio (pressure ratio minus one). The I_L values w,_e
obtained from the spectral measurements shown previously,,
Figure 19 shows that the subsonic design stages (750 and 900 £ps)
tended to produce a leveling off in fon_ard radiated p_er level an
tip relatlve Inlet Hath number was increased to around 1.05. Beyond
that value, there was an increase in power level. A sharp rls_ in
power level is especially pronovnced for the 1050-fps stage beyond a
tip relative inlet E_ch number o£ around 1.0. As indicated previously,
these increases in noise power were the result of the appearance of
multlple pure tone noise due to irregular shock wave formations at the
rotor Inlet.
At a given tip relative inlet Mach number below the "critical"
value (i.e., formation of HPT noise), the sound power level tended to
decrease with Increaslng rotor design tip speed. However, it should
be noted that both total pressure ratio and blade loading also de-
crease with increasing rotor design tip speed for a given tip relative
inlet Hach number. It is, therefore, necessary to examine the corres-
ponding plots of forward-radiated power level versus total pressure
rise ratio as shown in figure 13.
The variations of figure 20 tend to suggest the existence of "sub-
sonic" and "supersonic" noise trends. Tim 750-fps stage results and
the low-pressure rise values for the 900- and _050-fps stages can ba
interpreted to represent a basic subsonic correlation In terms o_
pressure rise. In this region, _t appears that blade loadin:_ may ba
a sig_icant parameter, inasmuch as the highest design tip speed
stage _ J tended to produce the lowest noise level despite Its higher
tip relative Hach number. The attainment of the same power level for
(1) It should be n0_ed that-the 1050-fps stage also had the largest
effective separation distance between rotor and stator as indi-
cated in Table I.
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the 750- and 900-fps designs at their design tip speed may have been
due to a counter-balancing of the relative velocity and blade loading
effects in these two stages.
Summary
%
The general conclusions roached in this fan-in-pod experiment were
the aerodynamic performance of the three fan stage designs attained
their static design performance goals, nnd crossflow performance was
good at the design point. The static thrust maps had significant vari-
ations between the three designs. The 750 it/sac design (highest aero-
dynamic loading) had the smdllest stall margin while the 1050 it/see
design (lowest aerodynamic loading) had the widest stall margin. The
crossflow aerodynamic performance for the three designs were equally
unique, ltowcvcr, back pressure changes significantly changed the fan
operating point for each design and the inlet distortion changes were
not significant.
The acoustic performance of each fan was also unique. The sound
power level for the throe stages appearoa to be composed of a "sub-
sonic" and a "supersonic" trend. These trends were dependent on tip
speed and possibly blade loading.
It is apparent that in order to obtain the best matched lift fan
for a particular application, the installation (back pressure effects)
should be tailored to the fan performance map characteristics. It is
also necessary to be able to predict the back pressure variation in
crossflow.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research tests on model lift fans described herein provided a
valuable understanding of the performance variations and flow behavior
of llft fans during tha transition from vertical to wing-borne flight.
Principal performance trends were established, primary influencing
factors were identified, and the importance of insta)lation effects on
fan performance was documented. Finally, the program demonstrated that
llft fans can be designed to operate satisfactorily in the distorted
flow environment induced by forward velocity during transition. A
necessary ingredient in this design procedure is _ method for calcu-
latlng the potential and viscous flow in the inlet of the fans. Such
a method is described in a companion paper.
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